
May 2018 

Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 14th June. 

Grand Photo Competition 

This month’s winner is of Team Kernow (and South Devon) at cloudbase, taken by Tony 
Peach. This will be used in next year’s calendar. 
To get your masterpiece included in the calendar and win a copy, get snapping and send 
your photos to Daisy before Thursday 14th. 
 



Our first XC experience 
at the BCC 2018 

Road trips, Camping, Hiking, Flying XC and 
figuring out how we all get back to base. 
I’ve been flying for a number of years at our 
local sites in Cornwall, doing the ridge runs 
and getting my flying hours up into the 
hundreds. Flying the coasts and getting 
clean and relatively undisturbed air coming 
off the sea is great. But there was always 
the idea of doing cross country flights in the 
back of my mind. Along with that came the 
thought of “that’s for better, more confident 
pilots”, meaning the people who know their 
stuff more than me.  
When the talk of doing the BCC came about 
in the club, with Mark’s enthusiasm to get 
everyone on board, the timing seemed right 
and I had a feeling of… “Yeah, come on, let’s 
do it too.” I’d already converted the van for 
any road trips and we had a number of other 
pilots showing interest that hadn’t done the 
BCC before. 

So with our Kernow teams building and 
names coming forward it was looking like we 
could have enough for 2 teams. A round was 
called for the 19th of May so now the ball 
was well and truly rolling. The names of 
those who could make that date… Darren, 
Miles, Jake, Mark (team captain) and myself. 
So that was it, team Kernow was formed 
and it was fair to say we were a team of 
newbies with a positive captain and we were 
all up for learning something new.  That’s 
what this was about for me. Transport was 
sorted and who was travelling with who... 
ideal “see you up there on Friday lads“.   
So I picked up Mark and off we went, 
thinking I really should have looked at that 
brake caliper on my van before I left...nah it 
will be fine.  

My first time in Wales and it’s great…like 
home but with MASSIVE hills. We arrived at 
the Park Farm Camp Site around 6pm and 
with really good weather everything was 
looking stunning and surrounded by the hills 
of Brecon Beacons. 
Once pitched up we could mingle with 
Darren, who had got there way before us, 
and meet people from other clubs who knew 
the area a lot better than us whilst waiting 
for our final two team members to arrive.  
The site we were flying from the next day 
had changed from Blorenge to Talybont. At 
the time that didn’t mean anything to me, 
not knowing the area, but I did notice Roger 
(Devon club) say there is no way he is 
walking up to Talybont!  What could he 
mean…why? 
Sitting around having a well-earned drink 
after driving for three hours, parking on 
some grass and Mark making a tent, we had 
a surprise arrival from Al. He’d come along 
not to fly but to watch and retrieve if 
needed…what a guy! By 9:30 our last two 
had arrived so full house. For the people 
who got there early our entertainment had 
just started …watching Jake and Miles put up 
tents in the dark! 
Next morning got up early from a very cold 
night’s sleep to get the camping stove on for 
bacon baps. Good energy food I’ve heard! 
Once everyone had surfaced (one rubbing it 

in how warm he was in his sleeping bag) and 
all were fed and watered, we set off for a 
9:30 meet and a site brief at 10:00. 
Travelling to that car park I didn’t think the 
van would make it up hill…especially with a 
brake caliper that was binding and getting 
pretty hot and a clutch that’s now got 
20,000 miles taken off its life time. But all 
eventually good and we made it.  Get our kit 

Park Farm campsite 

Da Boyz on a mission 



out the cars and get to the briefing on time 
or else!  The briefing was fine and 
understood but I couldn’t help feeling a little 
out of place. This was mainly due to the fact 
that I was the only one with my kit in a stuff 
sack rather than the nicely fitted bag that 
came with the wing. I’d remembered a chat 
I had ages ago with our club coach. When he 
was into XC flying he said everything 
becomes about less weight. So armed with 
this knowledge I chose the stuff sack 
because it was lighter than the NICELY 
FITTING BACK PACK!  Anyway, my choice 
had been made, I had to go with it. My bad 
choice of back pack was taking its toll: 
taking a lot of energy walking the 2 kmish / 
1hour 10min up to the top of Talybont and 
being asked by a couple people on the way 
“do you have a tandem in there?” 
 

 
 
At the top, absolutely knackered, 
remembering Roger from the Devon club 
saying “there was no way he would be 
walking up there”...I now know why! Now 
taking on what water we could spare I was 
wishing I brought a snack too. Another site 
brief was carried out and soon after all the 
other pilots were getting ready and taking 
their spot close to the ridge. At the site brief 
we were warned that conditions would be 
rough/strong …it is thermic out there and it’s 
advised that if you are a low air 
timer…maybe it’s an idea to wait until 2ish 
or later in the afternoon. This suited me and 
the others as we were more than willing to 
watch and learn. 
Mark was raring to go and all rigged up but 
not a lot of room at the front edge so had to 
wait it out a bit. It was clear to see once the 
conditions came good for a few people to 
take off...lots of people followed. Finding the 
thermals, things were getting busy up there. 
This was no ridge run that’s for sure. 

Looking out, we were taking in how and 
where to find lift, take off areas that look 
better than others and noticed the wind sock 
was changing direction all the time. It was 
awesome. Mark took off again and was away 
and it wasn’t long before we couldn’t make 
him out. Now the space on the ridge was 
thinning and I was looking at our kit thinking 
we haven’t even unpacked yet! So I 
unpacked quickly …the only advantage to 
my stuff sack! As soon as it was out I 
wanted to fly so found my spot, made my 
wall and with Al looking on and giving a 
quick nod to say it’s clear, backing up what I 
was thinking, I popped the wing up and 
turned, flew out with a turn to my left 
(following the guy before me) catching a 
thermal very quickly … this was it. I was in a 
thermal, circling with people above me and 
now people following below. I stayed with it 
until I saw others move on. I stuck with this 
group who were heading north towards 
Brecon. 

 
Everyone had their own flight plans and 
mine was…well mine. Just to enjoy it and 
learn for the next time.  I had a 34 min flight 
and a completely different feeling from doing 
ridge runs. It’s no way near the longest 
flight on that day but it wasn’t about that. 

Who will carry my pack? 

What a view 

What a site 



For me this little flight was to learn a lot and 
be ready for the next one. 
Now on the ground safe and sound sending 
a message back to the others I found that 
my radio was on but the volume was right 
down , maybe the guys left on the ridge 
were sending me advise where to go?? I was 
so focused on active flying and where I was 
going I didn’t even notice. I landed in a field, 
packed up, jumped the gate and headed for 
a short walk into Brecon. I couldn’t believe 
my luck when literally the first car I saw 
parked up was a taxi. I’d only walked 500 
yards. The taxi owner wanted to know why I 
was taking a picture of his car (for the phone 
number) and asked did I want a taxi? I 
replied with “yeah I do but not yet, I need a 
pint first”.  He pointed to the nearest pub 
only another 500 yards away “Great I will 
see you in 1 hour”. Sorted! I could not have 
planned it better. 

 
Pint in the beer garden, crisps and chocolate 
bars consumed and my energy levels were 
back up. I made my way in the taxi back to 
where our cars were, meeting up with Al and 
Darren. Al jumped out of his van asking 
“how was it…. How was it?”…”Awesome” I 
replied. 
 I said sorry if anyone was trying to talk to 
me on the radio …but then found out we 
didn’t even have signal for the Telegram 
messages to come through …oh! So now no 
idea if anyone was trying to contact us and 
no replies on the radios.  To collect everyone 

we decided to leave Al up in the carpark for 
another hour just in case anyone walks back 
that way. Darren and I will drive down to get 
signal and see if I get any messages. Sure 
enough we got to a different area and the 
messages started rolling in: ping, ping, ping, 
ping, ping...and ping some more. We picked 
up Miles and Jake from a camp site where 
they got swarmed by children after landing 
like a pair of superheroes. Their faces 
beaming with their XC experience. Four of us 
collected one more to go. Team captain Mark 
is miles away ….that’s the only trouble being 
good at this XC thing. Mark racked up a 
cracking 46km in a 2:23hr flight with no 
water and only 2.5hrs sleep! We got back to 
the camp site and unloaded. Whilst trying to 
figure out where Allen was we found he was 
already on the retrieve of Mark. Allen you 
are one top bloke! Thank you  
 
The next day was cancelled for safety. 
 
Things to take from this trip; 

1. Don’t carry a stuff sack unless it fits 
well  

2. Don’t wear all black: it’s blooming hot 
3. Turn the volume up on the radio. 

Useful if you are going the wrong way  
4. Make sure you have enough cash for a 

pint and a taxi back. The £15 quote 
can easily turn into £27 actual charge  

5. Take a snack with you if you have a 
long walk, not just water 

6. Check behind Allen’s van in the car 
park, he will cover the sign for the 
nearest ice-cream van  

7. Watch and learn from others before 
going yourself 

8. Make sure you have a plan for 
retrieves 

9. Take a vehicle with good brakes and 
clutch they are steep hills 

10.Enjoy yourself  
   
Gary Tippett. 

 

 
 

Is that Brecon in the distance? 



Morning Glory 
By Graham Phipps 
 
Well it's always good to get up early and 
having done so with a NNW forecast backing 
through the day and a good lapse rate it was 
time to think what to do with the day. 
The plan was to nip up Carn Brea and 
hopefully get Kaz some  soaring in before it 
got too active and the wind backed, with the 
option of heading to the coast if no good.  
Arriving on launch at 08.30 there was a nice 
breeze up the front and already some light 
cumulus floating by.  Launch was 
surprisingly lively and it took me a couple of 
attempts to get off to test the air, a pleasant 
5 minutes proved conditions good, lifty and 
smooth.  Popping back in to the west of the 
monument to report was not a problem.  
Kaz, having watched the launches, was 
understandably less keen and decided to 
head to the coast.  Wanting to try out my 
new Rush 5 in thermic conditions I decided 
to stay on and have a fly whilst waiting for 
the thermals to kick in.  Another interesting 
inflation saw me arriving at what turned out 
to be a nice launch point and I was back in 
the air just as Jake Q arrived. 
By the time Jake launched from our new 
found spot I was circling up nicely above 
launch.  Pushing out towards the railway and 
some incoming clouds cost a little height but 
was soon rewarded with a nice climb taking 
me up and away, it was barely 09.00!  Whilst 
Jake searched below the drift took me 
steadily away from the hill and all thoughts 
of returning quickly disappeared  With it 
being so early the clouds were not yet solid 
and base was at around 2000 ASL although 
streets were already forming up.  Making a 
short cross wind leg put me under the next 
climb, then it was a matter of cloud hopping 
as they built and decayed in succession.  
Arriving at the Helford things were not so 
good downwind and unfortunately the down-
wind hops had taken me away from the 
more solid sky which was now developing 
upwind.  Still, there was just enough extra 
height with base having moved up to 2500 
ASL to make my way towards the coast at 
Coverack. 
Landing options on arrival were less than 

expected so, opting to stop just short, saw 
me turn back into wind for a field by the 
road. As it turned out it was probably a 
better option than the beach as the head 
wind was more than expected making my 
arrival somewhat closer to the road than 
anticipated! Still, it was just enough.  

It was just gone 10.00 am. Wyn was still 
watching morning telly, Jake had just landed 
back at the Carn and Peachy was arriving at 
Perranporth, all of whom kindly offered me a 
lift back.  Not wanting to drag them away 
from a nice days flying, hitch hiking was 
order of the day. 
One lift from Coverack to Helston with a very 
interesting ex coastguard got the tricky leg 
out of the way whilst an even more 
interesting person took me all the way to the 
top of Carn Brea for 12.30, pretty good all 
things considered. 
Jake and Wyn were on site with Wyn giving 
it his best yet despite a fair breeze and 
clouds floating by conditions were not 
playing ball.  The air was cold and the birds 
were flapping, the sea breeze was in and the 
lift gone (all be it somewhat earlier than 
expected).  A spot of site tidying whilst Wyn 
did his thing then Jake dropped me home 
before heading to the coast himself to join 
those, including Kaz, benefiting from the 
extra onshore wind.  
Verdict on the Rush 5- very comfortable in 
the thermals, just as it says on the can, 
excellent at flat 360's, a top end B that feels 
more like a mid-range one to fly. Happy 
days.  
A totally unexpected XC, quote of the day 
“no way will I go over the back, it's not even 
9 o'clock” 

Landing in time for breakfast under a tasty 
looking sky 



 

Chairman’s chat 
Spring has certainly sprung and the flying 
for many has begun ;)  Finally things have 
shaped up and a good number of us have 
been out having fun with all sorts of flying 
going on.  Ridge soaring, thermalling, Ridge 
running, Inland XC, Power and aero towing 
have all featured this month.  That's the 
good news and I am sure there are a few 
stories to be had from some of those 
experiences.... 
On a less positive note we have some issues 
with a couple of sites (Chapel Porth and 
Carbis Bay) as detailed in last month’s 
bulletin and in this one.  Whilst neither of 
these has been directly due to members’ 
actions they do give us a stark reminder of 
just how precious sites are to us and how 
important it is to look after them and not to 
abuse them.  In the case of Carbis it is 
vitally important that no one uses the top 
fields until further notice or our chances of 

regaining access to the site will be next to 
nil. 
Ok let’s get a bit more positive again.  Great 
to see that we had four hangy pilots at BOS 
1 and all put in very respectable flights but 
more importantly had good flying and good 
fun whilst helping to re-establish the Kernow 
reputation once more!  Whilst at the BOS 
they picked up the Winter League Team 
trophy for 2017 which can’t be bad. 
Hopefully the BCC boys will have been in 
action by the time you read this but even if 
not it is good to see enthusiasm from a 
range of pilots. 
Finally Congratulations to Mark Ashton Smith 
for being awarded the Steve Pen' Trophy, a 
worthy recipient and one that I am sure 
Steve would have approved of. 
Have fun and enjoy. 
Phippsy 

 

May Meeting Roundup
A slightly quieter meeting no doubt due to it being flyable!  With 10 members there, there 
was still plenty to chat about once the formal business was dealt with, good to see a number 
of photos this month to choose from including Tim’s missing one from last month!  Jenny, 
back from Nepal, sorted out memberships with a new stock of cards.  Nominations for the 
Steve Pen' Trophy were put forward with Mark Ashton Smith taking the honours. Steve W 
gave his unavailable dates and along with Jenny's we are now able to organise forthcoming 
club events. 
The social break was a little longer this time due to popular demand but still saw members 
chatting away about all sorts until called to order.    
The Monthly matter was an informal chat on sea breezes and inversions which gave an insight 
into how they affect us on some of our local sites.  It proved a good interactive one with 
observations and experiences coming from most present and forming a good overall picture. 

 
Steve Penaluna trophy 

 
The Steve Pen trophy was deservedly won by Mark Ashton Smith this month. 
The nomination below explains exactly why. 
Nomination: Mark Aston-Smith for his enthusiasm and continual drive to expand and develop 
his personal flying. 
Over the past year he has carried out many flights exploring both new ridge runs and XCs 
from a variety of locations. Marks personal drive also extends to not only encouraging others 
to share in his exploits but also his appreciation of others successes and a desire to learn 
from them. 
Congratulations to Mark, a worthy recipient who reflects Steve's spirit; enjoy your year with 
this magnificent trophy. 



Isn’t Aerotowing Brilliant? 
I’ve been meaning to try that aerotowing 
lark for about 20 years. I don’t like to rush 
into things. Then, about three years ago 
Nigel Waller said he was interested in 
aerotowing and did I fancy it too, so I began 
giving it serious consideration. I had almost 
reached a decision by last November when 
Nigel Sumpter said that he and Nigel W had 
joined the Upottery Tow Group and was 
going to start his training and I was welcome 
to go and watch. It was a beautiful, sunny 
autumn day, Nigel did well, Phippsy, who 
had also come up, had some nice tows and I 
was convinced. 
After a flurry of excitement and paying up to 
join the syndicate, everything went quiet for 
several months as various beasts from 
various directions attacked. So it came as a 
bit of a shock at the beginning of May when 
e mails went around saying it was looking 
good for the 5th.  
At crack of sparrows that Saturday morning 
there was an invasion from Kernow, with the 
Nigels, Graham and me descending on 
Smeatharpe, and it looked like there was the 
prospect of a great day’s flying. 

 
Being the newest newby, Chief tow coach 
Sam and tug pilot Mark wanted to get me 
going early to avoid the bouncy thermals, so 
I was briefed and prepared in short order. 
Now I’m not saying I was bricking it, I prefer 
to think I was focused, but it went like one 
of those films where everything goes silent 
and slows down. Almost like an out-of-body 
experience! Suddenly, I found myself lying 
in my harness on the launch trolley, 
attached to the tow line and I heard a voice 
(presumably mine) shouting all out. Then, 

all in a blur, I found myself hurtling down 
the runway at an altitude of about 15ft with 
the tug microlight rotating for takeoff 100 
metres ahead of me! It wasn’t easy keeping 
station behind the tug, keeping just above it 
by sighting the top of his wing on the 
horizon, and adjusting roll to keep in line 
astern, but on the other hand, with Mark on 
the tug keeping an eye on me, it went 
relatively smoothly up to about 3500ft ATO. 
On releasing the towline I watched the tug 
spiral back down for the next pilot and I 
could just enjoy the sensation of being 
1000ft above the clouds.  
I floated down, watching the rainbows form 
around my shadows on the clouds then, as I 
descended past cloud base, feeling the 
bounce of thermals, I was able to turn in 
them and climb back to base. What a 
feeling! 
I played like this for a few minutes, watching 
Nigel W’s Atos launch below me, but knew I 
had to land to continue my training. 

On my second tow I knew roughly what to 
expect and was a bit more aware of what 
was going on and was quite pleased to feel 
more in control! I had another glorious float 
down from on high, playing a little more with 
the thermals as Nigel S had his qualifying 
tow, Mark Phillips launched on his Atos and 
set off on an out and return task and 
Phippsy and Brett Wright began a triangle 
task together. 
Everything seemed to be going swimmingly 
until, as I was having a well-deserved 
sandwich and Alan Hughes was preparing to 
launch his Atos, someone said the tug 
sounded a bit throaty. Chief tug mechanic 

Graham tests the air on my glider 

Lift off 



Gerry discovered a crack in the exhaust 
manifold and he decided it would be 
dangerous to carry on flying it. 

All of a sudden all the air was let out of our 
balloon and towing was finished for the day. 
Doh! But at least we were able to follow 
Graham and Brett on the radio as they 
worked their way around their triangle, only 
to be grounded 7km from goal. That’s the 
advantage of triangles: you can make a 
long, technical flight but still be relatively 
close to base. 
Filled with enthusiasm by my first day, I was 
checking the forecasts for the next towable 
day. And miraculously one popped up two 
weeks later! 
It was another beautiful day, and again I 
was first to be towed up, but this time the 
tug kept going (though with just one hiccup 
needing a little “adjustment” to the 
carburettor).  
I had five tows to finish my tow rating. 
Conditions got quite bouncy on the tow but 
that just meant there was plenty of lift. On 
my fourth tow I was told I was almost ready 
to be signed off later in the afternoon so 
there was no need to come down too 

quickly. I had a glorious hour and a quarter 
swanning around the area, climbing back to 
cloudbase whenever I felt like it, and in the 
process flew a triangle that scored me 22 
points in the national XC league. What’s 
there not to like? 
At the same time Alan Hughes did an out 
and return of some 16km, Mark Phillips 
completed a triangle of around 31km and 
Brett Wright was downed by the sea breeze 
7km short of completing a triangle of nearly 
90km. Smeatharpe really is an excellent 
thermalling playground. 

Feeling knackered, satiated with flying and 
not a little sunburned, I arrived back in 
Cornwall as a fully qualified aerotow pilot 
just itching to get towing again. In nil or 
light wind, with a little help from a few 
others, I can get in the air, be dropped into 
a convenient thermal and fly challenging 
tasks and circuits all within a few km of 
take-off. 
Isn’t aerotowing brilliant? 
 
Tim Jones 

 
 

BRITISH OPEN SERIES(BOS)  ROUND 1, SOUTH EAST WALES 
27 APRIL TO 1 MAY 2018 

The British Open Series (BOS) is a BHPA 
three round national competition with each 
round hosted in different locations: the first 
in South East Wales, the second in Yorkshire 
and the last in Mid Wales. 

South East Wales has a range of excellent 
sites for almost every wind direction all 
within a short distance of each other. 

Wherever you look there are top quality 
flyable ridges and hills that are either take 
off sites or could be part of an XC route. It’s 
a great base for flying – but make very sure 
you contact the club first as many sites have 
specific rules or are in some way sensitive. 
Speak to Phippsy first as he knows the local 
contacts and sites well. We were especially 

Keeping on station behind the tug 

All come home to roost 



lucky throughout the comp to have the help 
of local pilot “Trigger” (Dave Tregaskis) – 
thanks Trig! 

A great deal of work had clearly gone into 
organising the event and everything was 
well organised and went well – thanks go to 
all those involved in making it happen. BOS 
is strictly for fliers with stiff bits in their 
wings and we didn’t see a floppy for the 
whole long weekend! Nice. (However floppy 
pilots are welcome to come along and fly if 
conditions are right, though they would be 
well advised to beware when the task 
windows open.) 

A wide range of levels of experience take 
part from relatively low airtime and quieter 
fliers in the club class whilst in the main 
class are top level and more experienced 
flyers such as Justin Needham and Darren 
Brown and of course KHPA’s own Phippsy 
whom some of you may have heard of! It is 
as much a social event as a flying event and 
is a great chance to see old acquaintances 
and familiar faces and catch up on what is 
happening in the hanger scene around the 
UK. It was great to see Trevor Birkbeck 
flying – now in his 70’s and Johnny Carr 
whom I first saw in the late 70’s flying one 
of the original rigid wings. 

Team KHPA comprised Phippsy, Tim, Wyn 
and me, Nigel S.  Wyn is a welsh native and 
went up early to see his welsh speaking 
family (Welsh is the oldest known British 
language and was historically spoken widely 
across the British Isles before the Germanic 
Saxons and Angles - the English-  invaded 
spreading their early English language. The 
Cornish language and culture, like Welsh, is 
also from the original British who were 

exiled by the Saxons/ English across the 
Tamar in 930AD as “welsh” speakers – so 
team KHPA did properly qualify ethnically for 
a British competition!) 

Graham found a lovely comfortable cottage 
for team KHPA right in the heart of the 
beautiful village of Crickhowell which is at 
the heart of this flying mecca. Other pilots 
stayed on the local camp site which, whilst 
very nice, was a challenge for some in the 
unseasonably cold nights. 

BOS was not the only competition that team 
KHPA took part in, as each morning we took 
it in turn to make team porridge which was 
closely scrutinised and scored. Graham was 
the winner and Tim showed his considerable 
expertise. Nigel’s porridge was mainly 
characterised by unusual ingredients! Wyn 
(perhaps wisely) went solo. The team KHPA 
daily lunch packs were also “interesting”! 
Chef Nigel drew on the limited ingredients to 
hand and so had to push culinary boundaries 
to new levels including crisps, cheese and 
thinly sliced apple sandwiches (try it!) 

Day 1 was canned due to strong winds and 
unfavourable weather allowing us a relaxed 
travel up to settle in ready for Day 2 which 
was looking a little more promising although 
with very light winds. 

We settled into our accommodation and 
enjoyed catching up with other fliers. 

The evening ended in one of the lovely local 
Inns. 

Day 2 had a relaxed start to the day 
included helpful, informative and 
entertaining impromptu talks by some of the 
most experienced flyers such as Gordon 
Rigg, Darren Brown and team KHPA’s own 
Phippsy. The talk included how to join others 
already in a thermal – ie those circling carry 
on and whoever joins them to adjust their 
joining position and timing to fit in – along 
with turning the same way as those already 
in the thermal of course. 

Due to the very light, almost non-existent 
wind and lack of thermals no task was set. 
The site chosen for free flying on day 2 was 
the Blorenge, a 1500 feet top to bottom with 
great top and bottom landings. This wonder 
of nature is a well-known starting point for 
light or nil wind out and returns - pioneered 
by the hang gliding league in the early 

KHPA HQ-how things have changed! 



1980’s when a ground breaking 50 mile 
triangle was set for the first time with 
several pilots making it back. 

Graham was one of the first to arrive at the 
top along with several gliders and he quickly 
got to work rigging several people’s gliders 
for them! (all Wills Wings!) 

Pilots were free to have a top to bottom if 
they wished and as the huge bottom landing 
filled, a nil wind landing judging panel 
became established and team KHPA scored 
better than many. 

Whilst most just did a top to bottom some 
pilots had a go at trying to scratch for lift at 
the Blorenge’s short ridge face but only one 
hero, KHPA’s own Nigel S, actually got just 
above the top for a short while. 

The evening ended in one of the lovely local 
Inns. 

Day 3 The medium range forecast was 
showing that Day 5 – ie Tuesday could be 
epic but whilst Day 3 looked flyable it was 
not taskable. We all set off for a site new to 
many called Pontlotyn. 

When the drizzle had dissipated those that 
got out of their cars faced Arctic 
temperatures and unfortunately team KHPA 
had left their flask of hot soup back at the 
cottage! Eventually pilots started to brave 
getting out of their cars and start rigging. 
The stronger and sometimes gusty winds 
resulted in a couple of ground loops during 
rigging. Another pilot’s U2 ended up landing 
upside down on team KHPA’s Nigel S’s U2, 
luckily without damage although the ground 
looped glider needed extensive 
reconstructive surgery by Phippsy. The flying 
was a mix of broken thermals interspersed 
by what may have been occasional broken 

wave and most pilots had good long soaring 
flights. 

The evening was made by the formal dinner, 
though only team KHPA really followed the 
theme of Hawaiian Shirts to reflect Pete 
Coad’s legendary taste in clothing. From 
conversations during the evening I learnt 
that over the years team KHPA has earned 
quite a reputation for bringing their own 
lively approach to BOS social events! 

Day 4 started with the usual briefing at the 
camp site in Crickhowell. There was no rush 
due to the strong winds and low cloud. 
However event forecaster Rebekah predicted 
(as ever, absolutely correctly) that the 
afternoon could be good as the epic weather 
slot predicted for Day 5 was potentially now 
going to start to set in early during the 
afternoon of Day 4 instead. It was decided 
that it was worth giving it a go in the 
afternoon and the site chosen by the 
excellent competition organisers was Forest 
Farm (Hundred House) about 25 miles away. 
All vehicles gathered in a  layby near the site 
so that, from a closer vantage point, 
conditions could be assessed to decide if it 
was worth paying the farmer for the 
transport up to take off. Conditions were 
given the thumbs up and the local farmer 
kindly took a break from his busy schedule 
to get a flat-bed trailer ready to transport 
the majority of gliders up the hill behind a 
tractor.   

A task was called. The main class was 
briefed with their task of getting to a goal 
field close to the shore of the Severn estuary 
via a turn point about midway at Raglan. 
Following the briefing, they launched as 
quickly as possible and were soon climbing 

Nigel keeps it up! 

Agricultural transport to take off! 



strongly in gaggles with most of them on 
their way for the task. This included Team 
KHPA members Graham, Tim and Wyn 
(recently self-promoted from club class!) 
The less experienced club class, including 
KHPA’s Nigel S, launched after having a later 
briefing in which no task was set and flew as 
far as they could. 

Epic flights were had by all with a high, cool 
cloud base and good but rough thermals. 
Graham made goal and both Tim and Wyn 
landed in the Crickhowell valley.  Nigel S, 
who left the hill much later, alone, also got a 
bit of distance under his belt landing at 
Glasbury. The retrieves were remarkably 
well organised and efficient and it was 
exciting back at the campsite HQ, in the BOS 
camper van communications and tracking 
centre, to hear the stories unfold of how 
everyone had got on. 

The evening ended in one of the lovely local 
Inns again. 

Day 5 saw the results of Day 4 announced, 
including a special award for a certain 
talented newcomer to hang gliding from 
paragliding, who had done a good XC 
distance – it was none other than our own 
team KHPA Wyn Davies - a well-deserved 
award. 

The popular winner of the previous day was 
Dave Cooper, a regular at all the 
competitions, who beat flexwing pilots Justin 
Needham and Phippsy and even rigid wing 
pilots Craig Dolwin and Mike Armstrong by 
over 10 minutes. 

The site selected for the last day was 
Merthyr Common in the Welsh valleys south 
of the Heads of the Valleys road where the 
post mining landscape is grittier than the 
often picture book prettiness around 
Crickhowell. There was though some 
uncertainty about whether conditions would 
be flyable or taskable but, fired up from the 
day before’s unexpectedly excellent 
conditions, we headed off to Merthyr, 
passing the site of the tragic Aberfan 
disaster where several decades ago a hillside 
composed of mine waste collapsed burying a 
school and half the village. 

The wind was well off to the south and not 
ideal for flying. Many rigged, full of 
competitive enthusiasm, but the briefing 
confirmed that no task would be set and it 
would be left to individuals to decide 
whether they wished to fly or not. Amidst 
much talk that in the old days if this had 
been the league everyone would have been 
in the air, no one actually took off or flew. 
Thoughts were perhaps on having had such 
a brilliant day the day before and on getting 
home early. 

Some of the older pilots who had flown at 
Methyr common over the decades 
reminisced about the ever present piles of 
fly tipping that blot this otherwise beautiful 
site but at the end of the day, after packing 
up, it was Team KHPA who joined local pilots 
Trigger and Derek in clearing some of the 
rubbish from around the rigging area before 
setting off on the long drive home. 

The social side alone makes it worthwhile 
going to the BOS and all in all, flying wise, it 
was a fantastic and varied trip. Seeing such 
superb sites for virtually every wind direction 
in a small area was a good reminder of how 
worthwhile it can be to travel to such a 
location as South East Wales – obviously 
after contacting the local club. South East 
Wales could well be a destination for future 
group KHPA flying trip. 

By Nigel Sumpter 
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KHPA XC league 
Two paraglider flights by Phippsy have started the score board ticking again. An out and 
return at Chapel Porth to encourage others then an heroic flight from Carn Brea to Coverack. 
Thermalling before most people are awake! Whatever next?? 
 
XC leagues to 27-04-2018 
 
Hang gliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 121.4 

2 Wyn Davies 7.2 

3 Tim Jones 6.6 

 Paragliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 52.7 

2 Jake Quintrell 7.5 

XC flights this month 

GP 


